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THE VENTILATION OF SCHOOLS.

By REGINALD G. KIRKBY, A.R.I.B.A.

(MEMBER.)

TH E object of all true education should be to make intelligentJL labourers, craftsmen, merchants and good citizens, and the condi-
tions under which our children labour should be such as to assist them in

every way in the attainment of this object.
Whilst of late years much has been done to improve the curriculum,

administration, lighting, cleanliness, etc., of our schools, yet very little

progress has been made with their ventilation.
Of the man3- causes which bring about mental fatigue, lassitude,

headache, inat.tention, so often noticeable in children towards the close of

the day’s studies, there is none perhaps which contributes more to this
end than the want of proper ventilation.

I recently visited a new school of the central hall type iu Nliddles-

borough, a town whose death rate from lung diseases is very high. On

entering one of the classrooms that had just been vacated, I found the air
so foul that it caused me to draw back and I noticed that no attempt was
made to change the air by opening the windows or in any other way, and
the children were allowed to again occupy the room under these very
unsatisfactory conditions and were expected to do justice to their studies.

My attention was then drawn to the natural system of ventilation, and
I have since examined and tested a number of buildings in various parts
of the country supposed to be ventilated on this system and found-

Where several ceiliug outlets were connected together by metal tubes
and led into a so called central extractor, there was a danger of foul air
being drawn from one classroom and carried along the tubes and delivered
through what was intended to be the foul air outlet into another room

for the children there to breathe over again.
I believe Dr. Scurfield, Medical Officer of Health for Sheffield, made

some tests in Sunderland a few years ago with somewhat similar results.

Fresh air inlet wall tubes fitted with regulating traps were very often
closed and sometimes filled with paper and rubbish, and the flaps being
out of sight had been forgotten.
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In very cold weather, owing to the heating of some schools being so
deficient, every fresh-air inlet was closed in order to keep the room warm.
The same often applied to ventilating stoves, which were closed and had
been forgotten. 

&dquo;

Inlet metal gratings in outer walls were of such design that the metal
closed the opening at least 60 or 80 per cent.

Down draughts from the ceiling foul-air outlets, connected to so-

called roof extractors, were often complained of; and in some cases gas
jets had been placed in the tubes, but these were not sufficient to cause a
proper draught. Regulating flahs had been placed in the ceiling outlets;
these had been closed to prevent down draught, and had remained so.

In some cases hinged automatic closing valves were used to prevent
down draughts, and these would sometimes &dquo;go wrong &dquo;; and in one new

school, not twelve months old, every one had 11 gone wrong,&dquo; and was
closed and had been for some time.

To avoid interfering with the appearance of a building by putting in
a number of roof turrets, &dquo; secret ventilators &dquo; 

were often used, and for the
sake of appearance the children’s health was made to suffer, for the very
name of &dquo;secret&dquo; ventilator implies its uselessness.

From my observations, and the recent tests made by experts to

ascertain the state of the air in the class-rooms, I am led to believe that
many, if not most, of our modern schools are inefficiently ventilated, and
a radical change will have to be made to make them efl’lcient.

A mistaken belief in the powers of the many appliances which are now
put on tlie market and illustratecl in well got-up catalogues is partly
responsible for this, and too much reliance is placed in so-called roof
extractors which t.rade under the assumed name of ventilators : ill some

cases they would be better called fresh air inlets.
Dr. George Reid, County Medical Officer of Health, Staffordshire,

recently made some tests to ascertain the quality of air in schools built

on the central hall type and those of the pavilion system now being
erected in Staffordshire and Derbyshire. The tests showed the air to be

very much purer in the Pavilion schools than tliose of the Central Hall

type, and even better than in the Plenum ventilated schools. The standard I

of purity in the central hall schools was very far short of that generally
recognised.

From the complaints made in the Central Hall schools it would appear
that from a ventilation point of view they are not the most serviceable
kind of building, and even from an administrative point of view many
head teachers have led me to believe that little impor tance can be placed
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on the idea of having the head teacher’s desk in sight of all the class
rooms.

It is to be regretted that this type of building has been so extensively
erected before its efficiency has been proved. No doubt the rules of the
Board of Education in recommending it in their &dquo; principles to be
observed in planning and putting up new buildings&dquo; llas led many
architects and others to adopt it in order to get their plans approved,
there being no other course apparently open to them.

The arbitrary manner in which the Board of Education have dealt
with those who suggested improvements in the planning and ventilation .

of schools is mnch to be regretted, and the opposition which the Pavilion
system met with from this body does not reflect much credit upon it.

By ventilation, we do not mean putting into a building certain appli-
ances either mechanical or otherwise, but by passing through a building
sufficient fresh air to maintain it in a state of purity to the general com-
fort of the occupants. The different systems of ventilating schools may
be described as follows :-

1. NATURAL SYSTEMS.

(a.) By means of fresh-air inlets in walls, and in ventilating radiators
and stoves fitted with regulating flaps. Foul-air outlet openings in ceilings
connected by means of tubes to so-called roof extractors either on the

ridge or concealed. This system, which appears to be largely adopted,
will be known to most of us by its failures and want of system, and
thereby want of ventilation.

(b.) The open-air system, such as may be found in Germany and at
The Cloisters, Letchworth, where really no ventilation in the ordinary
sense takes place. Whilst this type of building has many advantages
from a hygienic point of view, and at present it is more or less in the el--

perimental stage, it has great possibilities, and I think will come rapidly
into use when we are most earnest on this question. The result of this.

type is that sufficiently warm and completely fresh air is supplied to each
student without the danger of it becoming vitiated.

(c.) Another system, somewhat on the lines of the first one, as regards
inlets, and having the foul-air outlets in the ceilings connected to a roof
turret by ducts formed of wood framing and plaster.

The turret is fitted with an inner framing, the openings of which are
covered with silk cloth flaps which remain closed on the side of the wind,
and easily open with the current of air passing through the ducts. An

outer framing is fitted in the usual way with louvred openings to protect
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the inner from the weather. The system has proved successful, but is

capable of improvement.
(~.) In some cases an iron flue from the heating chamber is placed in

an llpcast. shaft, which draws tllc vitiated air from the class-rooms by
means uf duds with outlets at ceiling, and floor levels. The fresh air is
warmed by being passed over the heating apparatus, and is delivered at

about eight feet from tlle floor level. This is more elaborate and preen-
tious than most natural systems, but has met with some measure of success.

(e.) In the counties of Staffordshire and Derbyshire new types of
schools on the pavilion and corridor systems have been built to ensure the
cross ventilation into the open air of all class-rooms, which appears to be
the most natural and successful way of dealing with tllis question. The
tests in these schools, taken by Dr. Reid, show the air inside to be prac-
tically as pure as that outside.

This system of ventilation is by means of hoppers and sash windows
with ventilating radiators on both sides of the room. The ordinary venti-
lating appliances are omitted. On the coldest days in winter some of the
hoppers are kept open with no discomfort to the scholars. The fresh air

inlets provide six or eight times the area usually required by the Board of
Education. It has been necessary to slightly increase the heating surface
on account of the larger quantity of fresh air admitted. Iu these schools

a system of thorough cross ventilation is obtained, and so a natural system
of ventilation exists.

All sorts of difficulties were raised by the Board of Education when
the plans for these schools were submitted, and it was only after a depu-
tation had waited on the Board that permission was obtained to put up
the buildings, which have undoubtedly proved far in advance of those
built on the principles recommended by the Board. Although several of
H.81, inspectors have visited tllese schools privately, yet, I understand, no
official approval of them has been given.

2. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS.

A number of schools have been ventilated on various mechanical

systems, but I think the initial cost and cost of upkeep is too prohibitive
for schools excepting in special cases, and could only be used with advan-
tage in large towns where the air is laden with dust and dirt. On this

account, and owing to the limited space, I have not dealt with the

mechanical systems.
There may be some excuse for keeping windows closed where tulle

air is laden with soot and dust and requires moistening, but even then
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buildings should have their windows made to open. It does not seem
natural to teach children to keep windows closed as tlle ideas learnt at
school are carried into tlie home, and they should rather he taught to keep
windows open and obtain as much fresh air as possible.

Among the buildings of this class which I visited was one recently
erected in London for higher educational purposes. Outlets were placed
near the ceilings, connected by ducts to a large extracting fan on the roof,
and although the fan could be heard working in the rooms below, yet no
upward movement of the air was noticed, although I tested it in several

ways and in a number of rooms. I entered the rooms immediately after
an examination had been held and found it quite a relief to pass out into
the open air once mor e.

The question often arises as to whether schools can be properly venti-
lated so as to maintain a recognised standard of purity without Incurring
great expense. The Staffordshire and Derb3-shire types show us that
this can be clone, for the amount of added impurity in the schools only
averaged -23 CO;! per 1,000 c. ft.

My object is not to attempt to calculate the velocity of air passing
through certain sized openings, or to say whether the CO~ to be found
in class-rooms is greater at the ceiling or floor level. Whilst I have

gathered statistics on these and other Interesting questions, I have pur-
posely omitted them, and hope rather to show that there is something
radicall.y wrong with the ventilation of many of our new schools, and to
appeal for an Inquiry to ascertain the best means of making them efficient.
What I think we want to consider is, how to supply our class-rooms with
plenty of fresh air, so as to scour them as often as possible during occupa-
tion.

I would suggest
(1.) That school teachers be scientifically taught the necessity for

keeping the air of the class room in as pure a state as possible, the proper
use of regulating fresh air inlets, and the need for opening windows on
every possible occasion. (cc.) For the sake of the children, to enable them
to obtain the maximum benefit of the teaching from an educational point
of view. (b.) For their own sakes, to guard against the lung and throat
diseases and excessive death-rate which teachers are liable to. Teachers s

should understand that fresh air will prevent the spread of disease and the
growth of organism which thrive in closed rooms.~ 

(2.) That a standard of purity be required rather than certain fixed
rules as to cubical contents. Any amount of space can be had in a room.
and yet the air can be as filthy as it is possible for it to be.
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(3.) That all class rooms be so designed that windows or hoppers, etc.,
be made to open, and so arranged as to thoroughly scour the room in
a few minutes, with inlets well distributed. The more inlets there are
the less draughts will be felt. .

(4.) That qualified inspectors be appointed to examine all schools and
to regularly test the air to see that the standard of purity is maintained, .

and that eflicient inlets and outlets are provided and to keep charts of
their observations. Such inspectors should be directly under the medical
officer for the district. This work should be done by men having a know-
ledge of school building, and not left to those who have been appointed
by virtue of their having previously held some Government appointment
in another capacity.

(5). That the heating arrangements are such that a reasonable tem-
perature shall be maintained without resorting to extraordinary stoking of
fires or boilers.

Here, again, too much reliance is placed on the lieating capacity of
certain makers of hot water and other fittings. It must be remembered

that children often come to school in a half-clad condition, and in conse-
quence the want of proper heating has led to the closing of all fresh air

inlets which might have been left open had the temperature of the rooms
been raised to ensure a state of comfort.

A great deal depends upon the surroundings of a school, and not
enough attention is paid to the selection of its site. Committees often
choose an unsuitable site, and then invite architects to submit designs,
which, at the best from an aspect point of view, leaves much to be desired.

The question of the ventilation of our schools requires the serious

consideration of those who are interested in them. It is only by collab-
oration with medical experts that architects can expect to arrive at a

satisfactory solution of this question, and find the most suitable means of
making our school buildings healthy and really efficient ; school-masters

may also be consulted with advantage. It is singular that schools are
designed and erected from stereotyped rules without even consulting
masters in any way, as so often special requirements, peculiar to the

locality, may be entirely overlooked.
The experiments recently made in Germany to provide open-air schools

for teaching physically unfit children, and those who are backward (not
on account of defective intelligence), point to the necessity of supplying
the children with as much fresh air as possible during teaching hours.
As yet, however, the difliculty of successfully coping with the require-
ments during winter when the snow is on the ground has not been fully
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overcome, but the good results show that it is not necessary, even in a
climate like our-,, to bottle up children in classrooms, whose air is vitiated,
to secure eflicient tuition. The reason for this is that we treat fresh air as
an unwelcome guest in our homes, and avoid the least draught as likely to
bring us all the ills that flesh is heir to.

To-day hundreds of new schools are being erected in various parts of
the country, many of them probably with no real ventilation at all, and in
these buildings our childrcn will have to labour under most unhealthy
conditions. May I urge for a more natural environment. What we want
in our classrooms is more fresh air; nothing can equal it, and there is

plenty of it to be had.

[This Discussion applies also to tlae pczper by 3iR. PUGH-~TONES, p. 501.]
MR. J. OSBORXE SMITH (Westminster) said he heartily welcomed the papers

as indications of the thought and attention now being given to subjects which
have in the past been more or less neglected. Bearing in mind the difliculties in
the way of securing healthful surroundings and occupations for young children
in large towns and cities, it becomes increasingly important that the time they
are inside the school buildings should be passed under the best possible sanitary
conditions, and every precaution taken to secure a healthful environment.

To obtain that effectively, it was necessary the teachers should have some

knowledge of sanitation and of the physical necessities of vigorous childhood, as
well as of the ailments of children.

Mr. Kirkby had referred to some elementary schools being built in Stafford-
shire ; these were a step in the right direction, because, being designed upon the plan
of a hospital for infectious diseases, ample provision was made for perflation of
air in both summer and winter, and special attention was given to warm the in-
coming air thoroughly. In those schools the hall was a separate building for the
joint use of boys, girls, and infants : it was warmed and ventilated in a similar

manner to the class-rooms. Economy was claimed for that scheme with its

single hall instead of three, and it would be interesting as an experiment even if
the joint use of the hall should not prove to be quite satisfactory in the future.

The real difficulty in ordinary elementary schools, especially those with

central halls, is to obtain adequate perflation ; the teachers cannot secure it in

winter with the means at their disposal without running the risk of danger to
the children and to themselves. The incoming air in most elementary schools
is not adequately warmed, and in many no provision whatever is made for

warming the incoming air ; it usually enters only through vertical shafts or fan-
lights near the ceiling, and no air comes in at all when those are closed in very
cold weather. He was not concerned to defend the central hall plan, but he was
sure that if suitable means were adopted to obtain perflation and the generous
admission of warmed air, the interior of schools built upon that plan could be
made healthy and comfortable.
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lB1R, E. Y. SANDERS ( Barnstaple) said he noticed that Mr. Pugh-Jones ad-
vocated the use of’ separate pedestal closets in preference to trough closets.
He rather disagreed with thi:, especially where infints were concerned.

With a good type of trough closet, such as was manufactured by the well
known makers, all risks of nuisances might be avoided, by good flushes at short
intervals, but the separate pedestal closets gave many opportunities for undesir-
able conditions arising owing to children, either negligently ur forgetfully,
omitting to flush. He would value further information from Mr. Pugh-Jones
on the following points:-

1. Did he prefer tlie central-hall plan to the corridor system ‘.’

2. Did he pave playgrounds with an impervious surface, or leave them simply
gravelled .?

3. Did line cover in any portion of the playground for provision in case of
wet weather ’?

4. Had he found it desirable to have folding partitions made by firms who
made that work a speciality, or did he intrust this work to local labour. ‘?

5. In warming by the hot-water low-pressure system, did lie advocate the

one-pipe or two-pipe plan E?

Mr. J. PHILIP JOXES (IIol3-well) said that up to a recent date the success
of elementary schools depended almost entirely on the pupils passing certain ex-
aminations, but things had changed, and examinations in some measure were
disregarded, almost everything depending on attendance, with the result that
the whole power of education committees was brought to improve the attendance
of schools, and this had been accomplished to a remarkable extent, and in many
cases the attendance reached from 85 to 90 per eent. It had also been ascer-
tained that children in rural districts had to walk on an average uver half a mile
to school, and children must often arrive at scliool with their outer garments
wet. These wet garments were piled together as a rule, and the children, after
being in a warm and comfortable school for three hours, put on these wet clothes
and caps, and probably were in them for half an hour or more. Could they
conceive of anything more dangerous to children’s health ’? Inasmuch as the
authorities compelled attendance, irrespective of weather, it was only right that
such proper means should be provided for the drying of children’s clothes in
elementary schools as was done in secondary schools. Tlis could be done by
an enlarged cloakroom, with heating arrangements which could be attended to

(involving but a trifling expense) by the school caretaker.

lB1R. PUG11-3 O.,NE~ S, in reply, agreed that teachers should be more thoroughly
trained in the principles of ventilation: unless the teachers had some knowledge
of ventilation it would be difficult, if not impossible, to properly ventilate the
rooms ; and also that cloakrooms should be thoroughly ventilated as well as

heated, particularly for girls and infants, as they invariably left more clothes in
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the cloaliroom than boy.. The new cloakrooms in :his division, as well as in his
colleague’s, were made airy, and well heated when an apparatus was provided.

He thought the central hall system with at least one side open worked very
well, and up to the present appears to he the best for this country. A very

large number of new schools, and extensions to existing schools, had been carried
out by him during the last few years ; in no case had the teachers or inspectors
complained of the ventilatiun ; a very large portion of the windows, top and
bottom, were made to open, and the fittings provided were easy to control.

He found the natural system of ventilation, when properly applied, worked
most satisfactorily, white in many cases lie found the mechanical .systems a

failure.

He had inspected the silk flap system mentioned under heading (e) in the

paper, and was of opinion that it was a failure. At the time inspected, though
quite new, a number of the little flaps had been turned up in order to allow any
air to pass, and the ducts from several rooms were connected to the central

turret, a system condemned by the author in another part of his paper. Even
the practical system of ventilation, like everything else, required some attention,
and when the teachers were capable of giving this, after the architects had supplied
the proper means, he thought there would be very little room for complaint.

As to water-closets, a large number of all kinds were in his division. He

thought that the best and most economical were the separate cisterns and pull
for each closet ; with the automatic system a large amount of water was often
wasted and the closets were very f’oul during sume portions of the cl.y~ ; if the

trap got choked, as it often did, thu whole range of closets was useless.

MR. R. G. KIRKBY (Cardiff) said that he could not agree with Mr. Smitli’s
contention that to put hopper windows into schools of the central hall type
would make their ventilation efficient. He could take 3Ii~. Su~itli to schools of

the central hall type where these lioppers had been introduced, and where the
ventilation was very deficient ; the teachers having alsu complained of the

Stllf1111e5S of the rooms. He said it was entirely a question of planning, and not
so much putting certain appliances, whether hopper or other windows or roof
ventilator, into the building.

The central hall type of plan was very far short of being ideal or suitable
for schools, particularly from a ventilation point of view, and it was surprising
that it had been so universally adopted before its efficiency hand been proved.

A radical change in scliool planning was necessary, in order to make the
schools fit for the children to work in.

ll~.. AV. D. $tllwT-31CINCRTEFF also took part in the discussion.
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